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HcrshclTs Weather Table.
X ' The following table is constructed upon a philosophical 

oonsideration of the attraction ot the Sun and Moon in their 
Several position. re.pooti.ut Ihc earth ; and confirmed by the 
experience of many years actual observation, will, without 
trouble, suggest to the observer what kind of weather will 

probably follow the Moon’s entrance into any of her 
quarters, and that so near the truth, that in very fevv in- 
stances will it be found to fail. When it is said Very rainy, 
it is not designed to convey the idea that it will ram all the 
time but taking the whole of this quarter of the moon and 
one or two of the first .lays of the next quarter, it will be 
“ very rainy,” compared with the general state ol the wea
ther for that season of the year, and so ol all the other state-

^The" Moon’s entrance, at full, change and quarters, during 
six ol the afternoon hours, viz. horn lour to ten, may he fol
lowed by fair weather; this is mostly dependent on the wind. 
The same entrance during all the hours after midnight, ex
cept the two first is untavorable to fair weather, the like, near
ly, may be observed in winter.
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may be classed the regularities of times and seasons. ( European -in
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Winter.Summer.Change of Moon.

If it be new or full 
moon, or the moon 
enters into the first 
or last quarters, at 
the hour of 12 at 
noon,

Or between the 
hours of 2 & 4 p. m. Changeable,
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